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Programme specific outcomes 

Bachelor of Arts: 

1. The students acquire knowledge in the field of social sciences, literature and  humanities 

which makes them sensitive enough. 

2. The B.A. graduates will be acquainted with the social, economical, historical, 

geographical, political, ideological and philosophical tradition and thinking. 

3. The program also empowers the graduates to appear for various competitive examinations 

or choose the post graduate programme of their choice. 

4. The B. A. (especially the subject sociology) program enables the students to acquire the 

knowledge with human values framing the base to deal with various problems in life with 

courage and humanity and family life 

5. The students will be enlightened to think and act over for the solution of various issues 

prevailing in human life to make this world a better place to live. 

6. Programme provides the base that helps the students be the responsible citizen of    

tomorrow. 

 

Bachelor of Commerce: 

 

1. The students can get the knowledge, skills and attitudes during the end of the B.com      degree 

course. 

2. By goodness of the preparation they can turn into a Manager, Accountant 

,Management Accountant, cost Accountant,   Bank Manager, Auditor, Company 

Secretary, Teacher, Professor, Stock Agents, Government employments and so on., 

3. Students will prove themselves in different professional exams like C.A. , C S, CMA, 

KPSC, UPSC. as well as other courses. 

4. The students will acquire the knowledge, skill in different areas of communication, 

decision making, innovations and problem solving in day to day business activities 

 

 



5 Students will gain thorough systematic and subject skills within various disciplines of 

finance, auditing and taxation, accounting, management, communication, computer. 

6 Students can also get the practical skills to work as accountant, audit assistant, tax 

consultant, and computer operators as well as other financial supporting services. 

7 Students will learn relevant Advanced accounting career skills, applying both 

quantitative and qualitative knowledge to their future careers in business. 

8 Students will be able to do their higher education and can make research in the field of 

finance and commerce 

 

Bachelor of Science 

 

1. The B. Sc. Programme develops scientific temperament and attitude among the science         

graduates. 

2. The qualities of a science – observation, precision, analytical mind, logical thinking, 

clarity of thought and expression, systematic approach, qualitative and quantitative 

decision making are enlarged. 

3. The program also empowers the graduates to appear for various competitive 

examinations or choose the post graduate programme of their choice . 

4. This programme train the learners to extract information, formulate and solve problems 

in a systematic and logical manner. 

5. This programme enables the learners to perform the jobs in diverse fields such as 

science, engineering, industries, survey, education, banking, development-planning, 

business, public service, self business etc. efficiently. 

 

MA (KANNADA) 

1. The Students will be involved in research activit ies after learning the 

reading style, specialty and significance of Kannada Language of 

different periods like old Kannada, Medieval Kannada and Modern 

Kannada. 

2. Apart from learning literature they gain knowledge and will understand 

the importance of various poetic devices, grammar and poetics which 

form literature. 

 



3. They can acquire knowledge about the rich culture of linguist ics the 

origin and growth of Kannada Literature with different forms of 

Kannada language. 

 

 

4. Study of Culture and various types of criticisms will help them to 

involve themselves in the research oriented activates in related areas . 

 

5. Innovational thinking about language, Literature and culture will be 

developed amongst students which help to adopt the ideologies in 

research activit ies indirectly and thereby enhancing knowledge of 

students which may result in valuable writing works  

 

MA (SOCIOLOGY) 

 

1.  The sociological knowledge provides students a scientific outlook and attitude to              

understand the human behaviour, social issues and phenomena. 

2.  Acquiring sociological knowledge in the forms of theories and methods will make 

students    good emerging social scientists. 

3.   The sociological knowledge will help the students, become critical and logical and also 

helps them understand the issues in Society. 

4.  After completion of the course, students would be also possibly able to qualify the UPSC, 

MPSC/ UGCNET/JRF/ and other examination offering employment in Social Welfare 

Departments. 

5. The students will be able to get employment opportunities in Teaching, Non-Government 

Organizations and other private sector jobs. 
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